HugTrain partners with To Write
Love on Her Arms for 5th Holiday
HugTour
December 6, 2013
Montreal, QC (RPRN) 12/06/13 —
HugTrain has confirmed that it will
partner with To Write Love on Her
Arms (TWLOHA) to further the
cause of mental health support
and awareness as part the 5th
edition of its rail journey across
America.
HugTrainUSA
After a mini tour of the Pacific Northwest from December 5th to 9th, the 5th
annual Holiday HugTour will launch from Charlotte, NC on December 24th,
HugTrain will circle the US on Amtrak distributing hugs, raising funds and
awareness for mental health and challenging perspectives on vulnerability.
Stops along the way include New Orleans, San Antonio, Los Angeles, San
Jose, Denver and Chicago with a finale in the nation's capital on January 5th.
As with every year, HugTrain will ring in the New Year by giving out free
hugs at the foot of the Golden Gate Bridge. A more detailed itinerary can be
found below.

Many Americans find the holidays to be a difficult time of year to deal with
due to a range of factors including shorter days causing a vitamin D
deficiency and idealistic situations presented in holiday advertising and

entertainment reminding people of what they don’t have and the financial
strain of the holidays.

To fill the gap, HugTrain has crisscrossed the US by train during the holiday
season since 2009 to deliver hugs to people on the train, at the station and in
the cities it passes through.

Using the web, social media and apps like Whisper, HugTrain lets people
know when it is in town and also also finds people along the route who are
having a hard time dealing with this stressful period and offers them support
in the form of a hug or someone to talk to.

"Hugs are a very simple but very rich form of communication - you don't have
to explain why you need one and it doesn't have to be formulated in a
specific way to be helpful but studies have shown that hugs help improve
mental health" says Arié Moyal, founder of HugTrain.

Over the years, the HugTour has touched many people and encountered
many unexpected moments like doing jigsaw puzzles in the dark in the
middle of Utah, a spontaneous sing-a-long in the Rockies, a lesson in
hugging from a hotel bartender in Atlanta, appreciation from psychiatric
nurses on the streets of Manhattan and a conductor borrowing the Free Hugs
sign to greet passengers as the train pulled into the station and during
boarding.

Arié Moyal is available for interviews by phone and email now and until
departure and in person as the schedule allows.

- 30 Itinerary:

12/5 Arrive Eugene, Oregon 6:00PM
12/6 Departure Eugene, Oregon 9:00AM
Arrive Portland. Oregon 11:35AM
12/8 Depart Portland, Oregon 12:15PM
Arrive Seattle (King St. Station), Washington 4:05PM
12/9 Depart Seattle (King St. Station), Washington 6:50PM
12/24 Depart Charlotte 2 AM
Stop Atlanta
Stop Birmingham
Arrive New Orleans 7 PM
12/25 Depart NOLA 9 AM
Extended stop in San Antonio
12/27 Arrive LA 5:35 AM
12/29 Depart LA 10 AM*
Arrive San Jose
12/30 Arrive SF
12/31 NYE in SF – Fireworks at the Golden Gate Bridge

1/1 Depart SF 9 AM
1/2 Stop in Denver 6:30 PM
1/3 Arrive Chicago 3 PM
1/4 Depart Chicago 6 PM
1/5 Finale in DC

About HugTrain

Founded in 2009 by Arié Moyal HugTrain's mission is to offer a different
perspective on the world by distributing and facilitating the exchange of hugs
and mental health support by using technology to connect with people online
and offline.

Contact Name: Arié Moyal
E-mail: arie@hugtrain.org
Phone: 631-517-0672
Website: http://hugtrain.org

About TWLOHA
To Write Love On Her Arms is an non-profit movement dedicated to
presenting hope and finding help for people struggling with mental health
challenges TWLOHA exists to encourage, inform, inspire and also to invest
directly in treatment and recovery.
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About the author:
Arié Moyal is a brand engagement strategist who has consulted with a range
of companies on community enagement and social media strategy. His
understanding of branding and his training in communications, public
relations and psychology compliment his experience crafting international
programmes and events to produce tailor-made, engaging and innovative
engagement programmes.
He is also a conscious entrepreneur dedicated to a thriving, empowered and
inspired society.
Arié is based in London and is available for consulting, speaking

engagements, coaching and training.
Twitter http://twitter.com/amoyal
http://www.ariemoyal.com
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HugTrainUSA, HugTrainCanada, HugTrainUK, HugTrain, or any forms
of HugTrain are copyrighted and not to be used without the express
written permission from Arie Moyal.
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